WP 5 – BEST PRACTICE STARTING UP

Pilot areas of Regione Lombardia

Valcamonica (BS): TERRITORIAL ANALYSIS AND ENHANCEMENT OF ALPINE HISTORICAL SETTLEMENTS

Main characters: A wide alpine valley throughout 10 different historical settlements.

Local authorities involved: Consortium of Municipalities BIM of Vallecamonica;

Starting from… a rich catalogue of historical buildings and Cultural Heritage Risk Map database (see WP1 RL cards B n. 1 and 2) and a local Geographic Information System already available (see www.voli.bs.it)

Operational tools to be applied:
The HeriDDS method and the SWOT analysis to 10 HS in the following Municipalities:
- in the low Valcamonica: Pisogne, Angolo Terme (Dasse and Fornaci settlements);
- in the middle Valcamonica: Bienen, Breno, Pescarzo, S. Salvatore monastery;
- in the high valley: Edolo (Mu settlement), Corteno Golgi, Vione and Ponte di Legno.

A project to enhance the historical settlements and the relevant built heritage of Camonica Valley, e.g. the San Apollonio church at Ponte di Legno, owned by BIM